Modification of the human blink reflex by transient and sustained features of acoustic prestimulation.
The effects of acoustic stimuli whose onsets and durations were controlled to vary their transient and sustained features on the size of a subsequently elicited blink reflex were examined in humans. Prestimuli both with and without transient features inhibited the reflex when they preceded the eliciting stimulus by brief lead intervals, showing that acoustic transients are sufficient, but not necessary, for reflex inhibition. Inhibition evoked by transient and sustained stimulus features showed partial summation, and inhibition evoked by stimuli with only transient and with transient and sustained features showed similar decay functions with increasing lead intervals. Blink augmentation was found at longer lead intervals early but not late in a session, and was more evident in women than men. Prestimuli with only transient features were more effective than those with both transient and sustained features, showing that sustained stimulus energy at the time of reflex elicitation is not only not necessary for blink augmentation, but also diminishes it.